
 

TEXT:  Matthew 22:34-40                           October 25, 2020 

THEOLOGY IN A NUTSHELL 

Recently my wife Linda has been organizing many of the photographs that my mother has 
accumulated over the past eight decades or so.  Those that date back to the days of mom’s 
childhood and for that matter most of my childhood years, are black and white.  There are 
candids--shots taken of us at the beach or playing with our new toys at Christmas (there’s a 
real cute one of four-year-old me on my new rocking horse!), and there are those which are 
posed, shots of extended family groupings taken on those rare occasions when we all 
gathered in one place.  And then there are the Sunday pictures, usually Easter or some other 
special occasion, where my brothers and I all have fresh haircuts--always crew cuts given to 
us as we sat on a kitchen stool and mother wielded the clippers.  And along with my sister, 
we are all dressed in and our best Sunday-go-to-meeting outfits.But we weren’t Christmas 
and Easter Christians.  Weekly church attendance was mandatory for our family.  You would 
expect that, of course, Dad was a Pastor after all.  Butthe truth is that wasn’t all that unusual 
in the fifties and sixties.  Most all of my friends went to church or synagogue on weekly basis.   

But the church many of us grew up in is no longer what it used to be in terms of size or 
societal importance.  Whereas regular church attendance used to mean every week, now it 
means once a month.  And even that is on the decline.  According to the Pew Forum over the 
last ten years, the number of American adults who attend religious services at least monthly 
has dropped from 52% to 45%.  (“In U.S. Decline of Christianity Continues at a Rapid Pace,” 
www.pewforum.com).  And membership in religious institutions is also down, significantly.  
Whereas in the past church or synagogue membership was considered the norm for most 
adults, today it is increasingly viewed as optional.  A study released by Gallup last year noted 
that while the number of American adults who were members of churches hovered around 
70% from 1936-1999, in the last twenty years, that has dropped to 50%.  (Jeffrey M. Jones, 
“U.S. Membership Down Sharply in Past Two Decades,” www.gallup.com) 

Our denomination has not escaped the trend.  When I was ordained in 1980 the United 
Church of Christ had over two million members.  Today it is half that number, a bit under one 
million.  Back then there were more than six thousand local congregations in the UCC, today, 
it is less than five thousand.  Even our own congregation reflects that reality.  All of this 
decline has raised grave concern for anyone who loves the church.  What can we do?  What 
do we need to change?  How can we adapt?  These are questions being asked all across the 
country in local churches as well as in denominational offices and headquarters.  And then, as 



if things were not confusing and unsettling enough, along came Covid19.  What was already 
an unclear future for the church became even murkier. 

This past summer I took an online course titled, “How to Lead When You Don’t Know Where 
You Are Going.”  It was led by Susan Beaumont, a church consultant with whom I have 
studied in the past.  She has also written a book by the same title.  Susan is well grounded 
and very insightful.  Her book was actually completed before the pandemic hit but certainly 
has become even more relevant in these times of even greater uncertainty.  The initial 
impetus for writing the book included her conviction, shared by most observers of American 
religious life, that if the church is to not only survive but also thrive, we will pass through a 
time of great change, even upheaval, in the Christian church.  

Beaumont points out in her book, as she did in our classes, that one of the most important 
things any church can and must do is to identify what she calls its core values.  “Core values,” 
she writes, “are the principles and beliefs that define who we are when we are operating as 
our best selves . . . . [C]ore values are those central tenets that are so primary, so central to 
the life of the congregation, that they remain stable through changes in leadership and shifts 
in the environment.”  (How to Lead When You Don’t Know Where You Are Going, 121) Our 
scripture reading from Matthew points us in the direction of what I would suggest should be 
at the root of all our core values.   

In yet another one of the stories Matthew records about Jesus being confronted by the 
religious authorities of his day, he is quizzed by a lawyer.  The question the lawyer poses is 
designed as a test.  The Greek word used by Matthew and translated as test, peirazo, is most 
often used “to connote a hostile approach.”  (Patrick Gray, Feasting on the Word, A:4, 213) 
The lawyer is trying to put Jesus on the spot. 

“Teacher,” he says, “which commandment is the greatest?  What’s the most important of the 
laws?”  Remember, there are six-hundred-thirteen of them in the in the Hebrew scriptures.  
Lots to choose from!  Just how should they be ranked? It is a real task, so it would seem.  But 
Jesus is up to the challenge, and he immediately offers up his answer, “You shall love the Lord 
your God with all your heart, with all your soul and with all your mind.”  A commandment, a 
law, recited in every Jewish worship service.  And then for good measure, he lifts up his 
second choice, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.”  The lawyer, no doubt, is 
impressed.  Especially when Jesus adds, “On these two commandments hang all the law and 
the prophets.”  Or as Eugene Peterson translates it: “These two commands are pegs; 
everything in God’s Law and the Prophets hangs from them.”  (The Message, 1790) 

Every other commandment, every teaching of the prophets, they all rest on these two 
commands.  Love God.  Love your neighbor as yourself.  All that we say, all that we do, should 



grow directly out of these two core values.  It is theology in a nutshell.  The starting point for 
you and me as individuals and, I would suggest, for the church as a body.  This church, and for 
that matter, every church.  I’m not a big fan of litmus tests, but that’s exactly what these two 
commandments are:  litmus tests.  Everyword, every action, must pass the test.  Is what I 
saying reflective of my love of God?  Is what I am doing an expression of my love of neighbor?  

Beaumont makes a point in her book of emphasizing that it is not just about what we say, but 
also about what we do.  There must be consistency, congruity.  Our written or spoken core 
values become meaningless if they are not matched by our actions.  Beaumont writes, 
“Values and actions don’t always connect, particularly in [times] . .  . when anxiety is 
heightened . . . .”  (123)  A poll released just this week by the American Psychiatric 
Association shows that 62% of Americans feel more anxious this year than at the same time 
last year.  (“New poll shows surge in anxiety,” www.medicalexpress.com, 10-22-2020)  These 
are the sort of times when our espoused values, those “explicitly stated values we want 
others to believe we abide by,” are at the greatest risk, and must connect with our enacted 
values, the “beliefs and norms demonstrated” in what we do every day.  To use a phrase, 
now is the time we must walk the talk. 

Bryan Stevenson, author of a memoir about his legal work called Just Mercy, was raised in the 
church by a mother who understood the need to do just that.  He recalls an incident that 
illustrates.  He was ten at the time, and he and a few friends were standing outside after the 
service.  One of his friends had brought a visitor, a cousin.  The little boy was was very skinny, 
and very shy.  As the other boys were talking, he remained quiet, almost hiding behind his 
cousin.  Bryan asked him where he lived, and then, as he tried to answer, it became clear why 
he had been so quiet.  He was a stutterer.  He couldn’t even get out the name of his town. 

Bryan thought the boy was being funny, pulling a Daffy Duck or something.  So, he laughed, 
and laughed and laughed some more.  His mother spotted him from the church steps, and 
quickly called him over.  What was he doing, she wanted to know?  Why was he laughing at 
that boy?  Couldn’t he see that he had a disability?  Bryan protested.  He hadn’t meant 
anything by it.  But his mother was insistent.  “There is no excuse,” she said, “I want you to go 
back over there and tell that little boy you are sorry . . . [and] then I want you to give him a 
hug . . . and tell him you love him.”  (Just Mercy, 286)   

No ten-year-old boys don’t usually go around hugging each other, much less saying I love you.  
But despite Bryan’s protests, and his concerns about what the other boys might think, she 
insisted.  So rather reluctantly, he went over to the boy, and apologized.  “Look man,” he 
said, “I’m sorry.”   



Maybe he thought that would cover it.  But his mother was still watching.  So awkwardly, he 
gave him a quick hug.  But then to his surprise, the boy hugged him back.   

“’My friends looked at me oddly as I spoke, ’Uh . . . also, uh . . . I love you!’  I tried to say it as 
insincerely as I could . . . But then the boy hugged me tighter, and whispered in my ear.  He 
spoke flawlessly without a stutter and without hesitation. ‘I love you, too.’  There was such 
tenderness and earnestness in his voice . . . that I thought I would start crying.”  (Ibid, 287) 

No doubt, the espoused values of that church included love of neighbor.  But his mother 
understood it needed to be enacted, and until Bryan made a move, until he was willing, albeit 
under a bit of duress, to put that belief, that value, into action, it was meaningless.  Because 
who we say we are, what we say we believe, matters not unless it is shown in what we do. 

In these uncertain times, as we face an anxious present and an unknown future, there may be 
little we can do about society’s changing attitudes towards the institutional church.  But this 
we can do.  We can be our best selves--as individuals and as the church.  We can make sure 
we know what our core values are.  We can make sure they are rooted in these two 
fundamental commands of Jesus.  And then we can go out and put them into action--so that 
what we do outside the confines of the church is reflective of what we say inside the 
sanctuary or on our website.   Yes, it may be a bit awkward to show our love for certain of our 
neighbors, but then again, maybe we’ll be hugged back in return. 

Amen 

John H. Danner 

 

 

 

 

 

 


